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DEFINITIONS EXPLANATORY OF THE POSITION OF
"THE OPEN COURT."
The Data of experience are perceptions.
Reality is the sum total of all that is.
Truth is the conformity of cognition to reality.
[Truth being a relation between subject and object appears to
be relative in its nature. Absolute truth is a self-contradiction; it
would imply cognition without a cognizing subject.
At the same time it is obvious that absolute existence (in fact
everything absolute) is impossible. Reality is properly called Wirk-
lichkeit in German, derived from ivirken, to take effect. Reality is
not immovable and unchangeable absoluteness, but the effective-
ness of things in their relations. Reality therefore implies not
only existence, but the manifestation of existence also. Existence
and its manifestation are not two different things ; both are one.
The idea of something absolutely Unknowable is therefore also
untenable ; it would imply the existence of an object whose ex-
istence is not manifested i. e. , existence without reality ; Sein
ohne Wirklichkeit—which is a contradiction, an impossibility.]
Science is the search for truth.
The nature of science is the economy of thought. (Mach.)
Economy of thought is possible through application of the
laws of form to thought.
Knowledge is the possession of certain truths.
[Knowledge is, so to say, the present stock or capital with
which Science works. Science cannot exist without knowledge.
The object of Science is not only to increase and enlarge knowl-
edge but also to purify the present stock of knowledge from vague-
ness, errors, and misconceptions.
The purpose of knowledge is that of increasing our power over
nature.]
Monism is that philosophy which recognizes the oneness of All-
existence, and the Religion of Monism teaches that the individual,
as a part of the whole, has to conform to the cosmical laws of the
All.
Religion is man's aspiration to be in harmony with the AH.
[Religion has been defined differently in the columns of The
Open Court, but all definitions that have been presented are in
strict agreement. Mr. Hegeler in No. 25, defines Religion as
"man's union with the All " (taking the definition from the Lu-
theran Catechism " Religion ist der Bund des Menschen mit Gott
durchGott," and replacing the Word God by the more compre-
hensive word The All). The editor has defined Religion as
" man's consciousness of his relation to the All" (No. 24); as "Das
Allgefuhl im Einzelnen," the All-feeling in the individual (see
foot-note page 965); as " man's conception of the world that serves-
him as a guiding-star through life" (page 1180).]
Morals are man's conduct in so far as it is in unison with the All.
[The basis of morality is religion. A moral educator or
preacher may justly be asked, "On what authority dost thou jus-
tify thy precepts? " And he will tell us that his authority is not
personal; he speaks in the name of universal order. Accordingly
his authority is that of religion. If i t were not so, all his good
precepts would have no foundation; they would hover in the air
like beautiful dreams that have no reality.]
Ethics is the Science of Morals ; it teaches man why he must,.
and how he can, regulate his conduct so as to be in unison'
with the All.
Natural history and the history of mankind prove that here on.
earth a constant progress takes place developing ever higher forms-
of existence.
Morally good are those acts which are in harmony with the All,
i. e., those which enhance progress, and morally dad are those'
which are not in harmony with the All, i. e. , those which retard or
prevent progress.
[Religion (man's aspiration to be in unison with the All) has
naturally produced many superstitious notions in the world, of its
origin, and of its purpose. Similarly, science (man's search for
truth) has produced many errors or false notions of reality. But
all the superstitions of religion do not prove that religion as sue
is an illusion, and all the errors of science are no evidence that s<
ence as such is a sham.
It is obvious that religion and science, as here defined, are noi
contradictory to, but complementary of, each other. If religion
and science do not agree, it is a certain sign that our conception of
either the one or the other is wrong. The history of the human
mind has been one of constant conflict and reconciliation between
religion and science. Their relation has repeatedly been disturbed
and re-adjusted.
The unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for
the union of Religion and Science, and opens a new vista of pro-
gress for both.
]
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THE LUTHERAN CHURCH AND SCIENCE.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED AT THE LAYING OF THE CORNER-
STONE OF THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH,
LA SALLE, AUGUST 25th, 1889.
BY EDWARD C. HEGELER.*
Members of the Congregation of the Evangelical Luth-
eran Church of La Salle :
When the invitation was extended me, through
your pastor and board of trustees, to lay the corner-
stone of this your new church, my first thought was,
"Can I with good conscience comply with such a re-
quest?" Though, indeed, I was baptized, brought up,
and confirmed in the Lutheran Church, yet I have be-
come a stranger to many of 3'our teachings and prac-
tices—have become, indeed, their open opponent.
The Christian religion teaches humility. In that
I cannot follow her. The words of Schiinemann-Pott,
"Be Proud Yet Unassuming, " ("Said stolz, aber
bescheiden,") have become with me a moral com-
mand.
Though I highly prize the value of prayer, in so
far as it is a self-examination, or the moulding of right
zvilling for the affairs of life, or in so far as, in times
of adversity, it lends us consolation and gives us
strength by awakening in our memory the loftier views
of life that at some former time have been imprinted
into us ;
—
yet I can not pray with you if your prayer be
a supplication. It must be the expression of earnest
will—and that alone.
And in Baptism, too, I see but a beautiful custom
—
the reception of the child into a circle of fellow-as-
pirers towards a higher humanity. And in the Holy
Communion I see but a festival of brotherhood in com-
memoration of the founder of the Christian church and
of the painful death he went to, representing the
highest ideals of the human race. If I am present
when you practice these old customs and in honest
belief attach a further mysterious meaning thereto,
such tokens of respect, as I then show, do not refer to
such mysterious meaning.
In the most essential teachings the Religions and
Science are not in opposition.
The Christian and other religions teach : That is
* Translated by him from the German, with the assistance of Thomas J.
McCormack, Esq.
right which is the will of God, and that is wrong which
is contrary to His will ; and God compels obedience.
And Science teaches : The great All, or Nature (if
all that is be included in this word) works in the liv-
ing world here on earth, and has worked since millions
of years, to produce ever higher individuals.
In this manner it has produced man as he is to day ;
in this manner it now continues to work, and thus,
we can foresee, it will continue to work for just as long
a future, developing ever higher beings out of the
man of to-day.
The men who take this conduct of Nature for their
guide will survive ; those who do not, will perish.
The separate ethical teachings that follow from
this, are, for the most part, the same as those of the
Old and the New Testaments.
A fundamental principle that is common to Re-
ligion and Science is this : Strive to find the truth, be
it welcome or unwelcome. And I accordingly had to
tell you through your representatives that your church
did not, in its articles of organization, distinctly permit
the free investigation of religious truth. Of my friendly
feelings towards this church, I could now, as I have
formerly done, give warm assurance ; for—and I thank-
fully confess it—much that I am I have become through
the Lutheran Church. But further I could not identify
myself with her.
I furthermore told your representatives, that if the
teachings of the Lutheran Church were such as a man
of Luther's character, equipped with the science of
to-day, would make them—then I too was still a Lu-
theran.
Your pastor then assured me that the synod of
your branch of the Lutheran church ^//V/ permit inde-
pendent research, and by his advice you have, without
dissent, embodied in the constitution of your church
resolutions that not only permit your pastors to study
articles of creed in the light of science, but make it
their duty. And you have further made it a part of
your constitution that an article of creed, in so far
AS IT BE IN CONFLICT WITH SCIENCE, MUST FALL.
Therein, my friends, the true Protestant spirit has
again taken possession of you and you have taken up
the continuance of the reformation.
If that article remain forevermore its spiritual
corner-stone, your church stands upon rock.
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And so 1 now meet with pleasure the invitation
with which you have honored me, to lay the corner-
stone of your new temple, which shall be the place of
highest human aspirations, where in the youthful gen-
eration now arising, you will form again the soul of
those who now live, and of those who lived before us,
and give it continuance beyond the individual life.
Let the walls of this edifice—dedicated to humanity's
highest ideals
—
proudly rise ; to the honor of the high
founder of the Christian church and to the honor of
our Martin Luther and of all who worked before,
with, and after them, in their way, to elevate humanity !
And particularly may this remain a seat of tolerance,
as to-day it is ; of tolerance from those who cling to
the olden teachings towards me who think progress-
ively ; of tolerance, too, from such as think like me
towards those who only with hesitation change the
creed of their childhood.
In behalf of the Evangelical Lutheran Congrega-
tion of La Salle, and by virtue of the tolerance ac-
corded me, I herewith lay the corner-stone of this
church—by one stroke of this hammer, symbolizing the
oneness of the All, and bearing in mind the Bible
words: "In Him we live and move and have our
being."
SEXUAL CHARACTERISTICS.*
BY FELIX L. OSWALD, M. D.
There is a story of an English lackey who accom-
panied his master to Paris and was greatly scandalized
at the unmilitary appearance of the French army.
"Them is no soldiers, whatever they call 'em," was
his comment, "blue uniforms is perfectly absurd for
regular troops, except for the light artillery."
That anecdote well characterizes the very prevalent
disposition to mistake the results of arbitrary arrange-
ment for facts founded on the "eternal fitness of
things." If such arrangements have the sanction of
a time-honored institution, the proof of their fitness is
supposed to be complete. "Time is the test of truth,"
argued the defender of the Holy Inquisition, "and the
experience of many successive generations has proved
that witchcraft laws are as necessary as laws against
murder, and that leniency to sorcerers is treason to
heaven. If witchcraft were a chimera, the defendants
would somehow and somewhere have succeeded in
estabhshing that fact; but it is well known that their
trials have invariably resulted in conviction and cre-
mation. Whatever is, is right."
"Whatever is, is explicable," would be a little
nearer the truth, but the concise form of the axiom is
too convenient to be readily abolished, and the fact
*Cop5Tightedunde
Part XXV.
Body and Mind
; or, The Data of Moral Physiology.'
that women have for ages been kept in subjection to
their masculine relatives is considered sufficient evi-
dence in support of the theory that women are natur-
ally inferior to the males of their species. The most
plausible specification of that tenet is the argument
that prestige is founded on physical strength and that
in the species homo and all its near relatives the males
are physically the more powerful animals. Family-
cares certainly tended to temporarily exclude the child-
bearing sex from participation in the martial pursuits
of our rude ancestors and thus to make the males of
our species, par excellence, the battle-fighters and
arm-bearers. But phj'sical prowess, even in the most
primitive sense of the word, implies something more
than physical bulk. The birth of a helpless offspring
inclines the female of nearly all mammals to seek safety
in seclusion, for a day or two, but the subsequent duty of
defending her half- grown young has made the mother-
animals of quite a number of our next relatives the
most pugnacious members of their tribe. At the
approach of an eneni}' the females of the Chacma
baboon will fly to the front, shrieking and bristling,
while their husbands content themselves with slam-
ming the ground, very much like a fierce bull pawing the
dust of the arena,—but still perfectly willing to let
their wives stand the brunt of the fight. "The do-
mestic pets of my host," says the naturalist Rueppell,
"included three interesting specimens of the Gelada
baboon : an old male, a full-grown female, and a wad-
dling youngster, hardly a year old, but as full of mis-
chief as a crowd of schoolboys in recess. Without
the constant vigilance of his mother he would have
been rarelj' out of trouble, but his first cry of terror
brought her flying to the rescue, and strange to say
she was quite as ready to take the part of her husband,
and, indeed, seemed to act as the protector general
of her little family. Her husband, though fully pre-
pared to resent all personal affronts, never troubled
himself about the safety of his relatives. He was a
splendid specimen, glossy-haired and sleek, while
constant vigilance and constant fighting had made his
partner as lean as a hound." Sir Samuel Baker gives
a similar account of the Wanderoo ape that haunts the
coast-jungles of Ceylon. " We made repeated attempts
to catch a young one alive," says he, " but the watch-
fulness of the old matriarchs could not be circum-
vented. At the first rustling of a bush their alarm-
whoops put the whole troop on the alert and during the
headlong flight through the treetops the old females
invariably brought up the rear."
The tradition of the Amazons repeats itself at three
different periods of ancient history, the last time as
late as B. C. 327, when Alexander the Great is said to
have received a visit (according to others an embassy)
from Thalestris, the queen of a Circassian race of fe-
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male warriors. The legend has never been clearly
proven or explained ; but history abounds with the
records of martial females who retrieved a cause which
their male countrymen had given up for lost.
The biographies of at least nine different female
sovereigns prove that women are capable of conduct-
ing the public affairs of large states with skill and pru-
dence, and even acquitting themselves creditably un-
der the crucial test of absolute power. With all her
faults, the Empress Catherine passed that ordeal in
several essential respects with a cleaner record than
any man whose absolutism was limited only by his prin-
ciples of equity. Without any constitutional checks,
without any religious scruples in the conventional sense
of the word, she repeatedly gave considerations of
public interest an unhesitating preference above mo-
tives of private favor or private resentment. How
rare a similar consistence of policy has always been
among the best sovereigns of the arbitrary sex is shown
by the esoteric history of Frederick the Great. How
far the very idea of legitimate king-craft had been
confused by the despotic outrages of the Middle Ages
is proved by the sobriquet of Haroun the Just—of the
tyrant who murdered his tutor, his faithful minister
and the companion of his boyhood-years, for no other
reason but the fear that their merit might eclipse a few
reflex-lights of his own glory. Even the great Augus-
tus banished a favorite of the Muses for the sole purpose
of removing a witness of his own indiscretions ; and
the spotless fame of Marcus Aurelius only proves how
completely the influence of true ethics can counteract
the temptation of unlimited power.
"Women," says Schopenhauer, "can boast the
virtues of an impulsive and sympathetic nature ; they
surpass us in emotional philanthropy and compassion,
but in justice, honesty, and strictness of principle the
average woman is inferior to the^ average man."
Charles Reade, whose latter works convey under the
form of a novel the most subtle ethical reflections, re^
peatedly characterizes the female as the "foxy" sex
and seems to doubt the existence of a woman without
a taste—or at least a talent—for artistic duplicity.
But is it not quite possible that verdicts of that sort
are founded chiefly on the study of life under abnor-
mal conditions—of character warped by ages of oppres-
sion and injustice? Cunning and duplicity are the
defenses of the weak and the wronged, and is there a
doubt that our sisters could have justly urged that plea
since the earliest dawn of authentic history ? Is it not
disgracefully true that "man's inhumanity to man" is
far surpassed by man's inhumanity to woman?
The custom of the earliest Aryans seems to have
classed women with the domestic animals of their male
relatives, and the law of Menu reduced those customs
to a fixed system. Women, it says, during childhood
must be the slaves of their fathers ; in married life the
slaves of their husbands, and in widowhood of their
eldest sons, or next male kinsmen.
In an account of Sonnerat's "Travels in India," we
read of a similar degradation of married women among
the mediaeval Hindoos: "The husband habitually
spoke of his wife as a 'servant' or 'slave,' and she
was always bound to call him her lord, and sometimes
her 'god'; but she was never allowed to call him by
his name,"—evidently to emphasize the unspeakable
degree of his precedence, just as the name of the Deity
was by certain nations held so ineffably holy as to make
it a blasphemy to pronounce it at all. Lycurgus dis-
tinctly authorizes husbands to lend their wives to their
friends, but Plato, in his ideal "Republic," goes even
further and maintains that females ought to be con-
sidered the common property of the sovereign citizens.
Among the Samnites custom or an unknown lawgiver
had established a method of matrimonial selection
hardly calculated to develop the moral or mental fac-
ulties of the female citizens, whatever might have been
its effect on the ambition of the males. Once a year
the unmarried young men of the community were as-
sembled to be classed by the degrees of their merit,
and beginning with the successful competitor for the
honor of the first rank, were successively permitted to
choose a spouse, from a number of unmarried females,
who for their part had no vote at all in the matter.
Roman husbands had the right to beat or imprison
their wives, and women could under various circum-
stances be sold and bought like cattle.
Among the ancient Gauls, Scandinavians, and
Slaves, marriage was little more than a contract for
slavery, and even courtship by capture outlasted the
introduction of Christianity in many parts of eastern
Europe. The right of divorce long remained optional
with a married freeman. He could send his wife away
upon almost any pretext, or without stating his motive
at all.
In Araby parents openly sold their daughters to the
highest bidder. Her own predilections were consulted
only in the case of several equally wealthy suitors be-
ing unable to settle their rivalry in any other way, but
the parent still reserved a casting vote, which might
thwart the inclination of his daughter as well as of her
favored lover.
Lower down in the depths of barbarism woman's
rights are generally limited to the right of suicide.
"In western Africa," says Dr. Letourneau, "a woman
is rarely allowed to share the repast of her husband ;
her children show their contempt for her and do not
listen to her ; the head of the family will knock her
down upon the most frivolous pretext. And every-
where the poor creature will submit most humbly to
her lot. Even in countries where Moorish influences
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arQ predominant, the lot of women is not much better
than among the negroes. In Senegambia they culti-
vate the soil, bear the burdens, and watch the cattle
;
they are excluded from the feasts of the villages.
They are beaten and cast off at pleasure. In Darfur
they are treated in the same way ; one may often see
them laden with luggage and provisions, following on
foot their lord and master who is comfortably seated
on an ass."
Where barbarous nations have to fight the struggle
for existence under specially hard conditions of soil
and climate, the larger share of the burden is almost
invariably shifted upon the shoulders of the patient
sex, but even in Polynesia, where Nature more than
half supplied the primitive wants of the natives, men
monopolized an unfair portion of the ample leisure for
recreation. While their husbands feasted and sang
women were obliged to search the thickets for pan-
danus berries, or climb along the sharp ledge of a coral
reef, in quest of shell-fish.
Would a similar treatment have failed to react on
the character of any tribe or class of men ? Nobody
wonders that slavery perverts the moral instincts of
its victims to the degree where they would deem it a
folly to miss a chance for avenging their wrongs by
fair or foul means, or to "pilfer pennies from those
who have robbed them of pounds "—in other words, we
admit that the experience of brutal injustice begets a
disposition to oppose cunning to force.
Is it not possible that similar agencies have developed
the alleged instinctive female penchant for duplicity?
But, it may be asked, have women not largely de-
served their degradation by enduring it ? Why have
they not made their theoretical equality a fact by ris-
ing to their proper level?
The answer is that the female is naturally the con-
servative sex. Their proper constitution qualifies them
to receive and to preserve, rather than to originate.
Women would fill with credit many of the positions in
social, literary, and official life from which custom now
debars them, but they cannot well be expected<to in-
itiate the work of removing those barriers. Innova-
tion is foreign to their natural sphere of function.
Edmond About mentions an Emir of Yemen who
claimed the homage of a tribe of date- tree cultivators.
Being urged to adopt a system of representative gov-
ernment, the magnanimous Oriental agreed to grant
his subjects a vote on certain questions of tillage and
irrigation, but reserved himself the privilege of con-
fiscating the harvest. With a similar generosity cer-
tain male specimens of the genus homo permit their
sisters to participate in elections, but oblige them to
vote for a male candidate. A more thorough-going
reform, indeed, depends on the recognition of the truth
iiiiatthe difference between the characteristics of the
male and female intellect is a difference of kind, rather
than of degree.
WORDS AND WORK.
BY WHEELBARROW.
I had a dream which was not all a dream.—Byron.
I HAVE not been able to study many books this
summer, and I find once more that loafing in camp
weakens discipline. I now see the value of daily drill
although I could not see it when a soldier. I have
been dreaming away the summer, and so great is the
luxury that I have some charity for the opium eater
who yields to the fascination, and dreams himself to
idiocy and to death. The temptation is great.
What little reading I have done has been chiefly
devoted to the dreams of others, notably the commu-
nistic dream of Edward Bellamy, and the anarchistic
dream of Elis6e Reclus. These have a brotherly like-
ness to each other, and a family resemblance to the
dreams of seers and saints and soothsayers, from the
trance of Balaam to Ezekiel's vision of the dry bones
which he conjured into men; from Belshazzar's night-
mare to the Apocalypse of John ; from the Utopian
visions of Sir Thomas More to John Bunyan's dream,
told in that immortal classic which sprung full-armed
out of a tinker's brain ; from Walhalla and Paradise
to the ideal Boston of Bellamy ; and from him to the
swarth}' gipsies who prophesy for sixpence. All these
dreams and dreamers weave spells around emotional
natures. In the old slavery days before the flood I
have seen Virginia negroes, dazzled by the gold and
pearl and sapphire of the Apocalypse, lift up their
voices in camp-meeting and sing :
" John saw the angel Gaberel
Sitting on a golden altar,"
Considering that it was felony by the law to teach
those people to read, they may be excused for misun-
derstanding the text, and beholding the splendors of
liberty in the Heaven of John. Wild, weird, and im-
possible, as we regard it, nevertheless John had a
dream which was not all a dream.
Dreamers move the world only as they stimulate
action. Work is the way, the truth, and the life; and
work for others is the most religious prayer that man
can pray. Wholesale philanthropy is well, but retail
philanthropy is better. Each can pave his way to
heaven by simple deeds. We may neglect the indi-
vidual sinner to preach comprehensive plans of salva-
tion until our own salvation is lost. In our zeal to
reform systems, we may neglect little bits of charity
until the gates of mercy close against ourselves. The
preacher who stands at the altar and invites the peo-
ple to come to the eucharist of bread and wine, the
holy communion of equal brotherhood, does well ; but
God's preacher is the man who bravely carries the
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sacrament out of the sanctuary to the hovels of the
poor. It is well to call upon the people to come to
the temples and hear the word of life, but it is better
to carry the word of life to their houses, and a bit of
t he bread with it.
Those doctrines were revealed unto me in a vision.
Most of us who have had a theological and religious
education have had visions of St. Peter at the gate.
Many of us are ashamed to acknowledge it, but it is
true for all that, especially of men like me, who are in
the sunset, wondering what our Heaven or otherwise is
to be. In all my visionary interviews with the apostolic
turnkey I have managed to squeeze through on doc-
trine, although I passed a very poor examination when
it came to works. In my last effort it was a close
debate whether I should get in or stay out. I pleaded
the many good things I had advocated, and the bad
things I had rebuked. " Yes ! " replied the venerable
saint, "you have said some good things, but what
good things have you done ? What griefs have you
lifted from the hearts of your fellows ? Whose tears
have you dried up ? You have forgiven the enemies
of other people, but which of your own enemies have
you pardoned?" I was silent. "I shall let you
in," he said, " but I cannot promise you a very good
position, because, my son, you must remember that
the man who has given a cup of cold water to a thirsty
soul takes higher rank in the celestial monarchy than
he who spent a lifetime in denouncing the mismanage-
ment of the water-works." I had a dream which was
not all a dream.
The hopeful schemes of "Scientific "socialism and
" Philosophic " anarchy are only dreams of an ideal
state, for which an ideal people must be made. This
will require the slow gestation of ten thousand years.
I am not sure that figs will not grow on thistles after
proper grafting ; but the grafting must be done ; and
even after that must come the education of the thistle.
It is only the poets who can " hear the feet of angels
coming down to men." They do not come, unless re-
incarnated as a punishment, and then they are no
longer angels. Angels have their own affairs to attend
to, for there is work to do in heaven, and aspiration
for a higher heaven still. Some day there may be a
people on this earth fitted to live in the anticipated
Boston of Mr. Bellamy, although I am not sure that
I should care to dwell among them any more than I
should like to live in a planet where the oceans have
no tides, and the air no storms. For all that, • we
may by individual effort, by retail philanthropy, lift
ourselves and others out of many social evils up
towards the improved condition pictured in the vision.
Behind all my doubts and fears comes up a hope that
Mr. Bellamy has had a dream which is not all a
dream.
There is something fascinating in the scheme of
"Philosophic" anarchy, "life without government
and without law." That is the life that suits me, and
I find that I have been an anarchist from a boy. If a
slight amendment would be in order I would move the
following addition, "and without work." For those
principles I am ready to turn out and carry a torch.
I never had much schooling, and what little there was
of it was made unprofitable by precocious anarchy. I
wanted to live "without law and without authority,"
and so I ran away at every temptation to go a-swim-
ming, and a-skating, and a-fishing, while a band of
music would troll me away into the deepest cavern in
the mountain like the foolish children who followed
the pied piper of Hamelin ; and it can do so yet. There
is too much restraint upon me-. I am altogether too
much bound down by authority and law. It would be
much better if this were otherwise; better for me I
mean. As for my neighbors, I must frankly say that
it is better for them that my savage inclinations be
restrained.
I fear that the virtuous "Anarchism" advocated by
Reclus is an impossible state, to which present hu-
manity can never attain. I fear it is an ideal paradise
never to be enjoyed by us who live in this real world.
I think that Anarchism, as he desires it, is a revolution
that must follow, and cannot precede, a revolution of
human character. A state of society where all is jus-
tice, kindness, liberty, and love, where law and au-
thority are unnecessary, must be based upon an ag-
gregate humanity virtuous and enlightened, a general
and individual character purified from selfishness and
greed, from low ambitions and the dross of human
pride, from lust and all ignoble passions. I believe
that such a state is not possible in our time, nor un-
der the conditions of our present physical, mental, and
moral organization. It may come in the future, when
through the slow education of centuries mankind shall
have reached another stage of development. Mean-
time, "law and authority" must both remain to pro-
tect the good against the bad, the weak against the
strong. Before we can reach the healthy table land of
the delectable mountain, the peaceable Anarchism of
Reclus, we must be relieved of that nature which now
enfolds us and weighs us to the ground. Poring one
night over ^sop's fables to relax my mind which had
been somewhat strained by the speculations of Reclus,
I fell asleep and dreamed a fable of my own.
The mud turtles held a convention to take into con-
sideration the degradation and poverty of the mud-
turtle classes of society. Delegates attended from all
the mud-ponds round about, and the convention was
honored by the presence of some eloquent and distin-
guished mud-turtles from abroad. The base and grov-
eling condition of the mud-turtle classes was con-
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trasted with the delightful and superior existence of
the birds of the air. One eloquent speaker said, "We
aspire not to rival the eagle in the strength of his
wing, nor the swallow in the swiftness of his flight
;
we desire not the plumage of the parrot, nor his power
to speak in any language ; we ask not the strong toe-
nails of the hawk, nor the mocking-bird's gift of song
but is it right, is it just, my fellow-mud-turtles, that
even the ignoble buzzard should be allowed to refresh
himself with the pure air of the cerulean heavens, while
we are limited to the fever-and-ague districts of the
most inferior portions of the earth ? Let us arise in
our might and fly." The committee on resolutions
having adopted a platform in accordance with the tenor
of the above remarks, the chairman was about to put
the question, when a venerable mud-turtle on a back
log rose and said :
"Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Conven-
tion—Did it ever occur to you that before we can carry
out the resolutions of the platform and ily like the
birds, we must first discard the cumbersome overcoat
which we are now in the habit of wearing, and adopt
in place of it a garment of feathers and wings?"
This fable teaches. We must fit ourselves for that
condition to which we aspire.
MONISM AND DUALISM.
BY THE REV. H. H. HIGGINS.
Mr. Hegeler sends his courteous reply through the
columns of The Open Court. May I have another
say?
"The words 'our heredity from God' are dualistic
still." Well, there is dualism and dualism. Monism
does not act as a charm, nor dualism as a scarecrow,
on all minds alike. But Mr. Powell's "Heredity" is
referred to God as primal source, not as external
agent. Indictable dualism I take to be non-proven.
"We are phenomena of God."
Quite true, we are so ; but not to such eyes as ours.
Our outcome is the resultant of conflicting forces in-
visible to human eyes. We are not visibly phenomena
of God. "Inevitably this is to be the course of events."
Let not my friend be angry and I will speak. Too
much like Haeckel in former days.
"The same quantity of life will be in action
here."
Conservation of force is one of those exquisite
arcana disclosed, as was Artemis, but rendering the
hunter liable to inconvenience through his own hounds.
The earth has not always had the same quantity of
heat ; and what we do with the heat that we have, on
a frosty night, it would not be safe to say.
Liverpool, August, 1889.
CORRESPONDENCE.
THE HYPOTHESES OF M. BINET.
To the Editor o/The Open Court :
—
The recent articles of M. Binet in The Open Court have been
extremely interesting to students of psychology, but it seems to me
doubtful if his conclusions will meet with general acceptance. From
the beginning distrust is aroused in us by such phrases as " uncon-
scious perception," "unconscious reasoning," etc. ; and this distrust
is not lessened when we reach his remarks on the hypothesis of
animal automatism, as held by Prof. Huxley. Whatever we may
think of that hypothesis, it is quite obvious that M. Binet's ex-
periments cannot affect it at all. The hypothesis that conscious-
ness is an " epi-phenomenon " is based on the doctrine of the con-
servation of energy, and must stand or fall with that. Conscious-
ness may, indeed, accompany the actions of the anaesthetic arm ;
but the question still remains whether the consciousness is an epi-
phenomenon, or is a link in the chain of cause and effect. M.
Binet thinks that " Huxley's hypothesis is too simple to explain "
such complex and purposive actions as those shown by the anaes-
thetic arm
;
yet he would hardly hold that these actions are any
more complex and purposive than those of normal bodily activity,
which Professor Huxley most assuredly regards as ' ' explained "
by the hypothesis of animal automatism. If complexity and pur-
posiveness of action could prove that consciousness is not an epi-
phenomenon, surely M. Binet could have attempted the proof
with more confidence from normal bodily actions. At all events
the absurdity would have been no greater.
The entire irrelevancy of M. Binet's argument against animal
automatism would alone warn us against a hasty acceptance of
his hypothesis of the doubling of consciousness in hysterical indi-
viduals, and a careful consideration leads us to reject it as un-
necessary.
We must, of course, admit that to uncritical thinking the hy-
pothesis seems quite reasonable ; for the more prominent phenom-
ena of bodily life teach us to associate consciousness with actions
of much complexity. But the consideration of a class of less prom-
inent phenomena shows us that while consciousness may accom-
pany complex actions, it is not a necessary accompaniment. Omit-
ting detail, it is enough to state that from the simplest to the most
complex muscular co-ordinations there are few that are not at
times performed unconsciously by the individual under perfect
normal circumstances. Moreover, if we survey the entire past of
our conscious experience, we see that there has been a gradual
and constant withdrawal of consciousness from the more fre-
quently-repeated bodily actions ; and we can set no limit to this
process but the end of conscious life. Accordingly, there can be
no difficulty in conceiving that under abnormal physical conditions
complex and purposive actions are automatically performed ; and
the hypothesis of the doubling of consciousness is altogether un-
necessary.
It may, of course, be said that this line of argument begs the
question, since the so-called automatic actions of our bodily life
may be accompanied by a consciousness, although not the one
that calls itself " I." That is to say, as fast as the principal con-
sciousness withdraws from bodily actions, a second, subsidiary
consciousness takes its place ; so that the total amount of con-
sciousness accompanying bodily movements is at all times the
same, and there are absolutely no automatic acts. The entire
fruitlessness and superfluity of such an hypothesis scarcely needs
pointing out ; while it raises more questions than it disposes of.
For the hypothetical second consciousness must be in some sort of
relation and communication with the first and principal one ; and
this relation demands explanation. M. Binet meets this difficulty
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by a purely verbal explanation, saying that an idea in one con-
sciousness "provokes" a movement in the other, and a sensation
in the second "awakens" an idea in the first. As a matter of fact,
no explanation is possible, and an hypothesis that brings us face to
face with such a mystery must be, ipso facto, unnecessary.
Fortunately the value of M. Binet's experiments is not meas-
ured by the value of his hypothesis ; and while rejecting the latter,
we can heartily thank him for the former.
Saranac Lake, N. Y. Richard F. Smith.
WHEELBARROW'S HERESY. A CRITICISM.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—
•
I WOULD fain reproach Wheelbarrow with having "stolen my
thunder " in his article on convict labor, were it not for the
pleasure it affords me to see that unconsciously he has imbibed
the cardinal principles upon which the " George theory " rests and
the certainty that, when he has considered the logical conclusions
to be shown from his arguments against maintaining convicts in
idleness, he will land in the camp of the single-taxers.
Having concluded that it is under-production and not over-
production "means hunger to the poor man's child," having im-
bibed the "industrial heresy," that in order to his happiness the
laws of society should be framed so as to make not more work for
him but less ; and as it has occurred to him also " that in order to
have more food, more clothing, more wages, and less work, I ought
to encourage the multiplication of all the comforts of life, and
then seek by proper laws a fairer distribution of them, and in that
heresy I expect to die."
Brave words these ; but alas, how many subscribe to creeds
they fail to endeavor to forward ! Assuming, however, that Wheel-
barrow has the courage of his own convictions, I welcome his arti-
cle on convict labor as I would the letter of a distant friend in-
forming me that he was on his way to join my company.
For, in order to increase the production of the comforts of
life, Wheelbarrow must endeavor to work for the removal of all
restrictions, fines, or hindrances in the way of producing wealth,
he must strive for laws encouraging production and discouraging
non-production.
To secure a fairer distribution, he must oppose the taking by
non-producers of any portion of the amount produced. He must
give to each his own.
In the course of his inquiries into the nature of production he
will discover that all these things which he terms comforts and
necessities are drawn from the great storehouse of nature. He
will see that it is only by labor, acting upon raw material, wealth
is produced, and that without access to the raw materials furnished
by the earth, labor must cease to exist. He will be forced to ad-
mit that the right to live, the right to labor and produce being
granted, it also follows that the right to land upon which to labor
and to live is self-evident.
God has made man a land-animal incapable of existing else-
where, and an all-wise intelligence would never have subjected man
to certain conditions without at the same time furnishing him the
right and the means of compliance.
Man, therefore, has a right to land for use and for no other
purpose, that right being as inherent as the right to breathe, and
co-equal with the right of every other man. Just as in the exer-
cise of the equal right to the use of the highway one may drive a
team, a single horse, or go afoot, as he chooses, but none have the
right to obstruct.
To carry out Wheelbarrow's proposition to further production,
it is necessary to prevent any man from holding land unused.
This may best be accomplished by that pocket-book test " the
single-tax," which will make it unprofitable to hold land unused
and yet not increase the burden of taxation with the using.
Wheelbarrow will probably be able to see that a tax upon the
products of labor is a fine upon enterprise, is a discourager of use
and will marvel at the absurdity of laws that taxes whiskey to dis-
courage its use, that taxes the owners of dogs to limit their num-
ber, and then proceeds to tax the builder of houses, the mainlainer
of factories, the producers of wealth in exactly the proportion that
they add to the stock of comforts that Wheelbarrow wishes to
have increased Therefore, in order to carry out his own propo-
sition of multiplying the comforts of life, he will seek by proper
laws to remove the fines and discouragements imposed by the taxa-
tion of capital and improvements and through them of labor.
While engaged in this investigation, he will perceive that a tax
upon the value of land, exclusive of improvements, will lessen the
taxes of users, will increase the taxes of non-users, will fall upon
no man in a way to discourage or prevent the use of his land or
capital, but will compel its use by that most powerful of all levers
—
self-interest ; and he can see that levied as a tax, determined and
regulated by the values of contiguous lands of the same general
advantage ; it will permit of no over-bidding or crowding off ; will,
while leaving the holder secure in his possession, enjoyment, and .
use, take for the uses of society the values produced by society
,
and leave to the individual the values resulting from the exercise
and use of his labor, his skill, and his capital.
In conclusion I would point out to Wheelbarrow the incon-
sistency of objecting to the convicts living in idleness, supported
by the labor of honest men and not at the same time protesting
against men outside of the prison walls, living in idleness and
luxury, drawing their support from the labor of others, because
they possess the power to exact tribute from labor for the privilege
of drawing from the storehouse of nature the raw materials from
which to multiply all the comforts of life.
Gloversville, N. Y.
Wm. C. Wood, M.D.
ALL VALUE THE OUTCOME OF SOCIETY.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—
In the discussions of the subject of land-tax, one aspect of the
matter presents itself to me as full of contradictions. I hope they
are only seeming contradictions, and I hope that some one will
sometime take the pains, in a word or two, to explain them away
and make them clear to me.
Now it is difficult for me to think of reviving again those
feudal distinctions between soil and gold, land and personalty,
which even the law, conservative as it is, has wholly abolished or
recognizes only as fictions. The reason that these distinctions
ever arose is this. The old law gave men the power of eternal
ownership over land. Each lord was able to control the land,
which fell to him by the chances of conquest, into so long a future
as feudalism should exist. The " form of the gift " (formedon), the
words of the lord concerning the disposition and use of such land
must be strictly ohserveAforever. Such land could not be sold by the
possessor nor taken for debt incurred by him, all because of the
words of the lord of the land who at the time might be dead and
forgotten, except by the law. Personal property, owing to its insig-
nificance, escaped this law. And when in a later age trade arose
and personalty became of primary importance, different laws were
applied to it. The reason of this difference it is customary to as-
cribe to the liberal tendencies of a more enlightened age.
However that may be, later ages completely abolished this
peculiar estate, which was known in land alone,
—
perpetual esia.te,
we may call it. Tenure the feudal law named it. Now although
the name is often employed as useful to support certain collateral
incidents, yet the substance is taken entirely away. There is now
only one true estate known in property. This is essentially the estate
of possession or enjoyment. No man can create a perpetuity in
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either land or personalty. But he can now create just as long and
lasting an estate in money as he can in lands.
Now in what way, I beg to ask, can any moral distinction be
made between gold coin, the representative of personalty, and
land, the representation of all realty ? I must confess, I see more
wisdom in the spirit of modern law which, from something con-
sidered quite different, has converted them, or rather our theory of
them, into things essentially alike.
As to the test of communal advantages to be derived from
them respectively, I see no difference, excepting such a difference
as is in favor of the independence of the land-owner.
What value has gold independent of society ? How much of
its value springs inherently from the individual ownership, and
how much from the fact of the existence of civilized fellow men ?
And after gold, with even more force, may the same query be
raised as to the qualities and sources of that value which attaches
to all the vast production of the modern industries and trades.
But it is not my intent, following this question to all its ends,
to make it an argument against exclusive land-tax. My purpose
is fulfilled in suggesting it merely.
Arthur R. Kimball,
Concord, N. H.
MR. CONANT'S CASE.
To the Editor of The Open Court :
—
It seems to me that Mr. J. G. Conant fails totally to under-
stand the principle underlying the single-tax. As I understand it,
Mr. Conant's improvements so increased the value of his property
that he was taxed out of it, whereas the owners of the unimproved
property not only enjoyed the " unearned increment " resulting
from his improvements, but enjoyed the benefit of his increased
taxes which were his reward for the improvement of his property.
Under the single-tax system the reverse condition would have ob-
tained. I am not yet a believer in the single-tax principle, but the
injustice done Mr. Conant seems to me a strong argument in its
iavor. Jas. G. Kiernan, M. D.
Chicago.
THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*
BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.
{Concluded.)
CHAPTER XLII.
Early on the morning of the following day a line of
carriages left the ranger's lodge ; the first was closely
curtained—it was the prostrate Sovereign, guarded by
his physicians. Before starting, the Hereditary Prince
beckoned the Chief Forester to his carriage :
"Is there any other way to Rossau than that by
the manor-house through the Bielstein estate?"
"Over the ridge through the wood," replied the
Chief Forester; "but it is a roundabout way."
"We will take the road through the wood," com-
manded the Hereditary Prince. On the way he said
to his attendant : "I expect from you, Weidegg, that,
should occasion present itself, you will show consid-
erate attention to the people who dwell in that house.
I am the son of the sick Sovereign to whom a voice re-
fused reception there. I shall, therefore, never again
cross the threshold of that house ; and I wish that you
* Translation copyrighted.
never again mention the name of that woman in my
presence."
The sad procession passed close by the spot where
once the lightning had struck the pine-tree. The car-
riages moved at a slow pace along the ridge of hills
upon the forest-road.
"Drive on ahead," said the Prince; "I will walk
a short distance alone."
He stepped to the edge of the hill ; the early dawn
tinged the dark bushes of heather with a golden green.
From that same height, where once a merry party had
rested, the Prince looked down on Bielstein, which
stood out in the white morning mist, on the roof and
balconies of the old house. Long he stood motionless
;
the bell sounded from the village church through the
mountain air ; he bent his head till the last echoes of
the melancholy tones passed away ; then he stretched
his hand greetingly towards the manor, turned quickly
back, and went along the forest-road.
The cocks crowed in the farmyard at Bielstein, the
sparrows twittered in the vine arbor, and the people
were preparing for the day's work. Then Mr. Hum-
mel knocked three times with his ponderous fist at the
door of the room in which his daughter slept.
"Get up, eloper," he shouted, "if you still wish to
take leave of your forsaken father."
There was a noise in the room and a pattering of
slippers, and Laura's head peeped through the open-
ing in the door.
"Father, you are not going to leave us ! " she said
pleadingly.
"You have left me, " replied Mr. Hummel; "we
must have a few final words together. Dress yourself
properly, and you shall accompany me down the hill.
I will wait for you in the hall."
He had to wait some time for his daughter, and
paced impatiently up and down, looking at his
watch.
Laura glided down the stairs, clung to her father's
arm, and stroked his cheeks with her little hand.
"Come into the garden, my little actress," he
said; "I must speak to you alone for a few min-
utes. You have succeeded in eloping, you have gone
through the scandal,—in what state of mind are you
now? "
"Uneasy, dear father," said Laura, dejectedly.
"I know that it was a folly, and Use says so too."
" Then it must be so," replied Mr. Hummel, dryly.
" What is now to become of you ? "
" Whateveryou wish, father,"said Laura. " Fritz
and I are of opinion that we must follow your wishes
unconditionally. I have by my folly lost all right of
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•expressing a wish; if I could still venture to make a
request," she said, timidly, "I should like to remain
here for a short time,"
"Then you wish to get rid of your seducer?"
" He is going back to his parents, and we will wait,
my father, until he has an appointment at the Uni-
versity : he has prospects."
"Indeed," said Mr. Hummel, shaking his head.
"All that would have been very sensible before the
elopement ; now it is too late. Your banns have been
published in church, now, three times."
"The people would not have it otherwise," con-
tinued Mr. Hummel. " When it was known that you
had eloped, the clergy could not avoid publishing the
banns; you had not been long out of the gate when
this calamity took place."
Laura stood terrified, and a burning red suffused
her cheeks. The bells of the little church by the wood
below sounded. Mr. Hummel took a paper out of his
pocket.
"Here are those cursed old godmother's gloves ;
I wish at last to get rid of the trash. Here you have
your dowry, I can give you nothing more ; put them
on quickly, that people may at least observe by your
"hands that this is a festive day for you. When it
comes to the business of the wedding-ring you can
easily take them off."
"Father," cried Laura, wringing her hands.
"You could not bear the idea of a wedding-cake,"
said Mr. Hummel, "so you must do without a wed-
ding-dress, and many other things. These dramatic
attitudes would have been very suitable before the
elopement, now you must be married without question
either immediately, or not all. Do you think that
one goes out into the world for a joke ? "
"My mother!" exclaimed Laura, and the tears
rolled from her eyes.
"You chose to run away from your mother, and if
your father, out of consideration for these strangers,
had not come, you would have had to do the business
alone. You wished to escape from our homely, simple
feelings."
Laura laid hold of a tree with trembling hands, and
looked imploringly at her father.
'
' You are not so bold as I thought. Now the timid
hare in you comes to light."
Laura threw herself on her father's breast and
sobbed ; he stroked her curls.
" Little Hummel," he said, kindly, "there must be
punishment, and it is not severe ; I am satisfied that
you should marry him. He is a worthy man ; I have
observed that ; and if it is for your happiness, I shall
•easily get on with him, but you must not immediately
begin to hum and buzz if I sometimes bristle up in my
way. I wish, too, that you should marry him to-day.
that is now the best course for all parties. You may
exercise your bridal feelings later and go through your
emotions as you like. Be brave, now, my child, the
others are waiting, and we must not delay them. Are
you ready ? "
Laura wept, but a soft "Yes" was heard.
"Then we will awake the bridegroom," said Mr.
Hummel. " I believe the sacrificial lamb sleeps with-
out any foreboding of his fate."
He left his daughter, hastened to the Doctor's door,
and looked into the room. Fritz lay fast asleep. Mr.
Hummel seized the boots which were standing before
the door and bumped them down beside the bed.
"Good morning, Don Juan," he shouted; "have
the kindness to get immediately into this leather.
These are your bridal boots. My daughter Laura
begs you to make haste, and the clergyman is im-
patient."
The Doctor sprang out of his bed.
"Are you in earnest?" he asked.
"Terribly in earnest," said Hummel.
He did not have to wait long for the Doctor. He
entered the garden where Laura was still sitting alone
in the bower, uneasy, like an imprisoned bird that
does not venture to leave its cage. Mr. Hummel led
the Doctor up to her.
"There, you have her," he said solemnly. " It is
a fine morning, just like that when I set out as a
boy. To-day I send my child into the world, and
that is another kind of feeling. I do not object to it
if you live happily together, till first your children run
away from you into the world, and then the grand-
children : for man is like a bird, he takes pains and
collects the bits of straw together for his home, but
the young brood do not care for the nest of the parents.
Thus the old raven must now sit alone and find few
who will be vexed with his croaking. Take my stub-
born girl, dear Fritz, and do not let her have too much
of her own will. I have watched you for some time,
and I will tell you something in confidence : ever since
the affair of the cat's-paws it occurred to me, that in
the end you would be no bad husband for this Hum-
mel. That you are called Hahn is, after all, only a
misfortune." He kissed them both right heartily.
"Now come, runaways, for the others are expecting
you."
Mr. Hummel walked before his children to the
house ; he opened the door of the sitting-room where
the whole family were assembled. Laura flew to Use,
and concealed her hot face on the breast of her friend.
The latter took the bridal wreath, which her sisters
had brought, and placed it on Laura's head. Gabriel
opened the door. Years before the Doctor had drawn
his friend from the bramble bush against the wall into
the church ; now he walked into the little village
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church hand in hand with his love, and again the
children strewed flowers. When the clergymen joined
the hands of the bridal pair, Use also clasped the hand
of her husband.
" The bridal journey you will make alone," said
the Professor; "not with us. Use and I have deter-
mined, after a short rest, to return to the cit}'. I have
some months of the vacation still before me which I
shall endeavour to make of use to a select circle of
students. Among books we shall again find what we
lost among strangers,
—
peace with ourselves, and peace
with those about us."
It was about Easter the following year. Mr. Hum-
mel and Gabriel stood dressed in festive black before
the door of No. i, Park Street.
"I was to see her, Gabriel," began Mr. Hummel,
confidentially. "I took the money to her this time
myself, because you wished it. I inquired concerning
her of the people at the Inn and of the neighbors.
She behaves with modesty, and her character is greatly
changed. Much water, Gabriel," and he pointed to
his eyes.
"You were kind to her ? " asked Gabriel, faintly.
"As a lamb," replied Mr. Hummel, " and she the
same. The room was poor, one picture only hung
there without a frame, Gabriel, as a remembrance of
her happy position in that house. It was a cock with
golden feathers."
Gabriel turned away.
"At last the place became too moist for my dry
constitution, but care has been taken of her. She is
to be placed in a respectable business as a saleswoman,
and as for the illegitimate Knips, the ladies will take
care of him. I have spoken with Madame Hummel,
and she with the Hahn woman over the way ; they
will arrange for the charitable collections. But as far
as you are concerned, Gabriel, with all respect,—what
is too much is too much."
Mr. Hummel respectfully seized Gabriel's waist-
coat button, and twisted the averted face as by a screw
round to himself. Then he looked into the sad eyes for
some time without saying a word, but they both under-
stood each other.
"It was a hard time, it was a mad time, Gabriel,
in every point of view," began Mr. Hummel, at last,
shaking his head ; " what we went through with
Princes was no trifle."
" He was very light," said Gabriel, " and I carried
him like a feather."
"That is nothing to the purpose," said Mr. Hum-
mel ; "the affair was creditable. Just think what it is
to have saved a young Sovereign. That few of us can
do. For a moment, ambitious thoughts came into my
head—that is to say, the Chamberlain, no ill-disposed
man and an old acquaintance of ours, sounded me
on a delicate point when he last called."
" He also sent for me," interposed Gabriel, with
dignity. "Prince Victor had commissioned him to
send his respects, and to say that the Prince was to
marry the Princess."
"Even this kind of householder becomes domestic,
"
said Mr. Hummel, "that is at least a beginning.
Well, the Chamberlain assured me of his Serene High-
ness's gratitude, made eloquent speeches, and probed
me at last with a 'predicate.'* Do you know what
that is?"
"Hum," said Gabriel, "if it is something that is
given away at that Court it would be like a colored
tobacco pouch without any tobacco in it ; it must be a
title."
"You have hit it," said Mr. Hummel. "What do
you think of Sir Court Hat Maker and Householder,
Henry Hummel ? "
"A swindle," replied Gabriel.
"Right, it was a weakness; but I overcame it at
the right time. Then I asked this Chamberlain, 'what
would you expect of me' ? 'Nothing at all,' he said,
' except that you should carry on a distinguished busi-
ness ! ' 'That is the case now,' I said. ' But what hats
will they expect me to keep ? ' For he, who has had
experience like mine, becomes suspicious ; and look
you, Gabriel, then the fraud came out, for what was
his idea and expectation ? I was in his eyes a man
who dealt in straw hats. Then I thanked him for the
honor, and turned my back to him."
"But," said Gabriel, "there should be some con-
cession with regard to this matter ; we are on good
terms now with the people over there ; and if you have
given your daughter to the family, why not also an
article of business ? "
"Do not interfere in my affairs," said Mr. Hum-
mel, irritably. "It is bad enough that I, as father,
and in a certain degree as neighbor, have been
obliged to give up my old grudge. How can one
irritate oneself now, when one is obliged to have one's
hand pressed here, and to drink family punch under
the cursed Muse there ? No, I was a weak father, and
as a neighbor, an inexcusably fickle man. But, Gab-
riel, even the worm which is trod upon keeps its sting.
And my sting is my business. There the enmity still
remains. Every spring, vindictiveness ; and every
winter, triumph. I have lost my child and made over
my money to a coxcomb, but I am still man enough
to hold my own against the fellow across the way."
He looked at the empty place on the door-steps,
where his dog Spitehahn formerly used to sit.
"I miss him," continued Mr. Hummel, pointing,
significantly to the ground.
* A title.
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" He is gone," said Gabriel.
" He was a dog after my own heart," continued
Mr. Hummel, slowly; "and I have an idea. What
do you think, Gabriel, if we were to erect a monument
to him in the garden. Here near the street ; there
would only be a low stone and upon it a single word
—
'Spitehahn.' When the doors stand open one could
read it across the street. It would be a memorial of
the poor beast, and especially of the good time when
one could pluck the feathers of a Hahn without being
indicted for infanticide."
'
' That will not do, " replied Gabriel. " What would
the son in-law's people over the way say to it ? "
"The devil 1 " exclaimed Mr. Hummel, and turned
away.
Yes, Spitehahn had disappeared from the world.
Since that hour, when in the dim grey of the morning
he had wound round him the golden dress of the de-
ceased Bachhuber like a ruff, he had disappeared.
No inquiries and no offers of reward had enabled Mr.
Hummel to obtain a trace of him. In vain were the
shepherds and laborers of the neighborhood, and even
the magistrates of Rossau, set in movement—he had
vanished like a spirit. The place on the steps re-
mained empty ; the blank which he had left behind in
society was filled by a younger race of dogs in Park
Street ; the neighborhood in every walk along the street
felt a satisfaction which they had long been deprived of
;
the cigar dealer again placed his stand near Mr. Hum-
mel's garden; and the young ladies in white dresses,
who went to the Park, gradually gave up the custom
of turning away from Mr. Hummel's house, and going
over to the straw side. The memory of Spitehahn
passed away without regret from any ; only with the
old inmates of the street the remembrance of him re-
mained as a dark tradition. Gabriel alone thought of
the lost one evenings when he saved the bones for mis-
cellaneous dogs of the neighborhood. But he did not
wonder at the disappearance of the animal : he had
long known that something mysterious must sometime
or other happen to him.
There came a confirmation of this view, which fur-
nished food for thought for the rest of Gabriel's life ; for
when, in the following autumn, he again went in com-
pany with his master and mistress to visit the Manor-
house of Bielstein, directly upon his arrival he begged
permission to have an afternoon's holiday, and, as
he often did now, walked alone with his thoughts.
He went in the wood, far past the ranger's lodge,
amongst large mossy beech-trees, ferns, and bilber-
ries. It was evening, and a grey twilight overtook
the wanderer ; he was uncertain of his direction, and,
somewhat dneasy, sought the road to the house.
Thunder rolled in the distance, and sometimes a bright
flash of lightning passed over the heavens, and for a
moment lighted up the trunks of the trees and the
mossy ground. Amid a bright flash he saw himself
suddenly on a cross-road ; he started back, for a few
steps from him a great dark figure was moving across
the path, with a broad-brimmed felt hat on his head
and a weapon on his shoulder ; it glided by noise-
lessly and without greeting. Gabriel stood astonished
;
again a flash, and along the same road ran two dogs,
a black and a red cur, with huge heads and bristly
hair : suddenly the red one stopped and turned towards
Gabriel, who saw at the back of the dog a tuft which
it wagged. The next moment there was profound
darkness, and Gabriel heard at his feet a slight whim-
pering, and it appeared to him as if something licked
his boot. Another slight noise, and then all was still.
The people on the estate maintain that it was a
poacher, or the great deer-stealer from the other side
of the frontier ; but Gabriel knew who the night-hunter
was, and what the dog was. He who had before sent'
the dog to Hummel's house, without money and with-
out name, had also called him away. The hound now
barked again in the night, when the storm blew like a
hunting-horn, when the clouds flew under the moon,
and the trees bent their heads, groaning, to the earth.
Then he ran over the hills from Rossau, through the
grounds of Bielstein ; he howled, and the moon laughed
mockingly down on the place in which Tobias Bach-
huber had deposited his treasures, and among them
the cover of the lost manuscript.
But if no observer could be in doubt as to the fate
of the dog, far more uncertain is the judgment of the
present day concerning another figure which hovers
about the grotto.
What can thy fate be, unfortunate Brother Tobias
Bachhuber? Thy conduct towards the manuscript
we have been seeking transcends everything one could
have expected of a Tobias. It is much to be feared
that thy disregard of the highest interests of mankind
may have injured thy social position in the other world.
Grievous doubts arise, Bachhuber, as to thy heavenly
happiness : for the wrong that thou hast done to us
would have drawn tears from an angel. To us mor-
tals it is impossible to think of thee with the confidence
which thy true-hearted words would impress upon us :
luvc omtiia deposui,— I have deposited all this. That
was an untruth, Bachhuber, and the wounds of de-
ceived confidence will always bleed afresh.
Answer my question, Tobias—what views didst
thou hold of the unity of the human race ? of the bonds
of union binding the souls of men of past ages with
the souls of men of the present? or of that stupendous
net-work, humanity, in which thou wert a mesh ? Thy
views were pitiable, indeed. Thou didst stuff the great
manuscript, the hope of our century, into a bag and
thou didst rip out the text when thou foundest the bag
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too full, and didst carefully preserve the covers for
later generations ! For shame, thrice for shame !
And yet, withal, thou didst ever hover restlessly
about the cave of the forest, and since Swedish times
didst bustle about unceasingly in the rooms of the old
house
!
Why didst thou do that, Tobias, silly monk ? Is 't
possible that thou hadst something in store, that thou
wast guarding something, for the happiness of those
who came after thee, that thou wert, after all, laboring
for the unity of mankind that we said thou hadst no
conception of ?
Yes, a treasure was found. It did not have the ap-
pearance that our scholars thought it would, when
their glance first rested on the faded letters of thy
record. The treasure that both the scholars found,
had clenched fists, and dimpled cheeks, and sweet,
bright eyes. Their treasure came to them alive, nor
was it of the silent kind. Bachhuber, can it be that
thou hast frivolously transcended the rules of thy
order? Was it thou that set down this treasure in the
'dry hollow place' commonly called a cradle ? in the
cradles of two homes?
To-day there is a great christening at the Profes-
sor's house—a double one. The Professor's son is
called Felix, and the Doctor's young daughter Corn-
elia. Almost at the same time the children resolved
to narrow the space of the over-crowded world by their
appearance. The sponsors of the boy are Professor
Raschke and Mrs. Struvelius ; the sponsors of the girl
are Professor Struvelius and Mrs. Raschke ; but Mr.
Hummel is godfather for both, stands in the middle
and swings first one, and then the other godchild.
"I am delighted that yours is a boy," he said,
to the Professor; "he will be fair and jolly. For
womankind is rapidly getting the upper hand, and
will soon become too powerful for us ; we must
strengthen ourselves by an increase, otherwise a com-
plete revolution will take place. I am delighted that
yours is a girl, " he said, to his daughter ; "the creature
is dark and bristly ; it will be no Hahn, but a
Hummel."
The christening is over, and Professor Raschke
raises his glass.
There are two new human souls in the kingdom of
books, two more scholars' children in our blustering,
curious, pedantic, and whimsical community. 'You
children will take your first riding-lessons on your
fathers' folios
;
you will make your first helmet and
your first dress from your fathers' proof-sheets : you
will regard, earlier than others, with secret terror the
books that surround your rosy youth. But we hope
tiiat you too will help preserve for a future generation
the proud and lofty spirit with which your fathers have
dedicated their lives to science, to thought, and to
creative activity. You too, be you man or woman,,
must become the faithful guardians of the ideals of
our people. You will find a national spirit that takes
a stronger flight and makes higher demands on its
intellectual leaders. As we in the present, so you in
the future, will often be accorded a smile. But see to
it that it be kindly. And see to it that the office that
has come to you from your fathers, remain worthy of
the people. And see to it that you too shall acquit
yourselves as steadfast and honest workers in the fields
of Science—true to your faith in the good genius of
this our life."
Raschke spoke : and waved his glass.
" Pray, Professor Raschke ! " exclaimed Mrs. Stru-
velius ; "you have my glass. My gloves are in it. Do
not drink them, I beseech you ! "
"True enough," said Raschke, apologetically ; and
he poured with measured deliberation the wine from
the flask on the gloves, to join with great appreciation
in the toast he had offered.
But in the dimly, lighted corner, by the book-case,
whereon the tiny record of our loved Brother lay, ap-
peared the humble figure of Bachhuber,—Tobias
Bachhuber, observed by no one—in the resemblance
of a nurse. He greeted, and graciously bowed his
thanks.
When the friends had departed. Use sat on the
sofa, the child before her in her lap. Felix knelt at
her side, and both looked down upon the young life
between them.
" It is so small, Felix," said Use; "and yet all
that was and all that is, does not make the mother so
happy as the soft beating of the little heart in its
breast."
"Restlessly the thinking mind struggles after the
eternal," exclaimed the Scholar ; "but he who holds
wife and child to his heart, feels forevermore united
in holy peace with the high power of life."
The cradle rocked, as if moved by spirit hands.
Thus does the treasure look, blessed Bachhuber, that
thy active hand has helped bestow upon a future race.
Thou hast not acted well by us. Thou hast done us
wrong. But when we think how studiously active thou
wast, in the old manor-house and elsewhere, to per-
form, to the glory of coming generations, the kindly
offices of a match-maker, we cannot be angry with thee
or this solemn, festive occasion. All in all, we must
say thou wert an unfortunate, ill-starred fellow, and
hast been the cause of much trouble. But thy heart
was kind. And after all, Tobias, thou hast been taken
up into heaven—with a question-mark it is true :
for thou shaft ever wear on the back of thy celestial
cowl a tag of Satan's making—a mark for all future time
of thy dealings with the lost manuscript of Tacitus.
• [THE END.]
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COPERNICUS.
BY LOUIS BELROSE, JR.
" Impeaching self-conceit in men
Who put their confidence alone
In what they call the Seen and Known."
—
J. R. Lowell.
" Certain men, either from a love of novelty, or to
make a display of ingenuity, have concluded
that the earth moves."
For self-conceit this Kopernik may well
Pass number one. Our modern vanity
Can hardly give its facts a pedigree
Before the Church adopts them all pell-mell.
The Pope proclaimed this man an infidel
;
Luther said ' ' upstart fool whose heresy
Reversed the science of astronomy ; "
And mild Melanchthon damned his soul to hell.
Let us be friends ; bad names will never bring
The peace on earth whose tidings angels bore
When Christ had come to keep the promising.
For His sweet sake forbid the lips that pour
Contempt and calumny on that sad thing
The self-conceit of two and two make four.
BOOK REVIEWS.
A Hopeless Case. A Remarkable Experience of an Unromantic
Individual with a Romantic Name. Luther H. Bickford.
Chicago : Charles H. Kerr & Co.
The scheme upon which this tale is founded is not new. It is
a Dr.-Jekyll-and-Mr.-Hyde adaptation of an idea now curren
among theosophical spiritualists, which proposes to explain psy-
chological phenomena of doubtful genuineness by postulating a
dual personality ; the part that does the legerdemain is called
the 'astral self,' the part that pays admission and stands
the strain is called the ' pragmatic counterpart.' Such charlatan
hypotheses when made the motif of a piece of literary art and
when executed with genius and tact, may be made to convey truths
of deep psychological import. But genius is necessary, and
although the author of " A Hopeless Case " has written a readable
story, to that gift of the gods we hardly believe he will pretend.
Kcehler who is the centre of astral disturbance in the story, is
rescued by the hero, Leslie Marlton, while taking a day's outing on
. a steamboat. Kcehler is an uncouth genius ; his expressions of
gratitude toward his rescuer are so profuse and overwhelming that
the latter is tempted almost 'o do with his own hands the deed
that the waves left undone. Returning home, the hero, who is an
actor, appears in a difficult role. Entering on the stage he finds
himself, to his unutterable misery, literally transformed into the
part he acts : his success is unprecedented, the applause tremen-
dous ; the secret of the thing being that Kcehler whom he sees sit-
ting in the audience has mesmerized him. That night, in bed, he
dreams that, irresistibly lured to the scene of action by his friend, he
robs a bank; but he awakes to find himself snugly under the covers.
On the morrow he is arrested ; it turning out that it was his ' astral
self ' that robbed the bank, while his poor ' pragmatic counterpart,'
which was actually his responsible living self, had been all the
time a-bed. Nevertheless, the ' pragmatic counterpart ' was the
part that was indicted and was the part that would have paid the
penalty, had not the lawyer for the defence found Kcehler, and
mesmerizing in turn this arch-mesmerizer, forced him to confess.
Kcehler afterwards writes a letter, in which his methods are ex-
plained—rather lamely it must be confessed.
The little volume contains various criticisms upon questions
of the day. It is cheap and transportable. finpK.
Count Tolstoi, it is said, has volunteered to translate Dr.
Alice B. Stockham's valuable work, "Tokology, A Book for
Every Woman," into Russian, and the Baroness Grippenberg,
likewise, to put it into Swedish. (Chicago : A. B. Stockham & Co.)
Mr. Joseph Henry Crooker's new book, "Jesus Brought
Back," (A. C. McClurg & Co.), has met with considerable success.
"His work will do wonderful good," says Public Opitiion, "to
" those who thoughtlessly neglect the character of Jesus because of
"prejudice against theology and would help sweeten many of the
" more conservative views of the Redeemer of the world." In the
early fall, George H. Ellis, of Boston, will publish another work
by Mr. Crooker entitled, "Problems in American Society."
In "The Glory of Infidelity," (Putnam & MacDonald, San
Francisco), Mr. 'Samuel P. Putnam starting from the etymology
of the word "infidel " draws, in a sharp and pointed style, a hu-
morous contrast between the man of orthodoxy and the man of in-
fidelity—much to the discomfiture of the former. Mr. Putnam
puts the names of Lucretius, Lessing, Shakespeare, Shelley, Whit-
man, Wagner, in the category of protest, of infidelity ; saying :
" The true Infidel is he who accepts no finality. He will always
"inquire, for he will always believe that there is a new and better
" way. Infidelity, therefore, is not a passing phase of humanity,
"but a permanent necessity. There must be eternal search and
" eternal questioning. We cannot be wound up like a clock and
'
' set a-going right every morning, however nice such an operation
" might be. We must guess our way and forever make mistakes
" and forever rectify with new and vaster outlooks."
'
' Evolution and Special Creation, " a pamphlet by Mr. Charles
Watts (Toronto : The Secular Pub. Co.) examines : i. What is Ev-
olution ; 2. The Formation of Worlds ; 3. The Beginning of Life
on Earth
; 4. Origin of Man ; 5. Diversity of Living Things ; 6.
Psychical Powers
; 7. Future of Man on Earth. Speaking of the
human evolution of the future, Mr. Watts says : " It is no longer
" a contest between physical powers, but between physical and
"mental. No higher physical development is likely to occur, be-
" cause it would not meet the case, since, however perfect it
" might be, it could not hold its own in the struggle for existence
"against man with his intellect. The development in the future
"must be one of mind, not of body. We do not, consequently,
" look forward to the time when organized beings, higher and more
'
' perfect physically than man, shall take his place on the earth
;
" but we do believe that a period will arrive when the intellectual
"powers shall be refined, expanded, and exalted beyond anything
" of which at present we can have any conception."
NOTES.
Of the death of Horace Seaver, the late editor of the Boston
Investigittoy, we learn with sincere regret. Mr. Seaver died at the
age of 79. His long life was one of active and enthusiastic labor.
It may be of interest to those of our readers who devote their
leisure to the study of popular traditions, to learn that the German
periodical Am Urds-Brunnen, has begun a new series, with altered
name and an extended program. The present title of this little
monthly magazine of folk-lore is A/n Ur-Quell. Originally founded
to collect and collate, with a view to scientific solution, the
songs, traditions, legends, customs, and sayings of the German
people, the attention it evoked and support it received at home
and abroad induced its editors to extend the scope of its activity,
and it now counts among its contributors the foremost specialists
of the fatherland and has become a worthy representative of the
modern folk-lore movement. The present title was suggested by
the words of Dr. Friedrich Krauss, the eminent scholar, that
" popular lore was a nation's perpetual fountain of youth." (Ed.,
H. Carstens, Dahrenwurth bei Lunden, Ger.)
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THE TEACHER'S OUTLOOK.
Published by The Teacher's Publishing Com-
pany, Des Moines, Iowa. A monthly magazine de-
voted to the interests of teachers and advanced
pupils and intended to supplement the good work
-done by other school journals rather than to occupy
the same field. Instead of filling its columns with
school methods, school aids, and the details of
school work, it will aim to interest the teachers in
matters outside of the atmosphere of the school
room, and its columns will furnish an Outlook
upon affairs of life, facts in science and nature
which illustrate and test the theories of the schools.
In this work It will hope to furnish the teacher with
a natural source of inspiration and mental energy
quicken thought and make the schoolroom a placejoyous with buoyant spirits that offer a responsive
.greeting to the inquiring minds of youth, rather
than heavy with that gloom and dullness which
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